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Terms and Conditions: 

This offer ("Offer") from RBL Bank Limited ("RBL Bank") is conducted in partnership with Zomato (Zomato  

Private Limited) and is open to select residents of India holding a valid and current RBL Bank Credit Card 

including Bajaj Finserv RBL Bank SuperCard with no outstanding of more than 30 days ("Cardmember"). 

 

Terms and Conditions: 

1. These offers are valid for Indian citizens only. 

3. This offer is designed for retail B2C customers only and is Strictly Not Valid for bookings made  by any 

travel agent, corporate etc. or any person for commercial purposes. 

4. The offer is valid every Thursday & Friday from 17-Jan-19 to 30-Apr-19. Offer valid on Zomato 

App/website. 

 

     Offer details:    

      

                    Offer                  Coupon Code                  Min. Order (Rs.) 

15% instant discount ( up to Rs. 

200) on min order value of Rs. 

399  RBL15 399 

  

                             

6. To redeem this offer, cardholders should login to their account or create an account, if they are not 

registered.  

7. Offer is valid for 1 txn per Card per Offer day. 

8. Offer not applicable on domino’s pizza restaurant orders. 

9. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be exchanged for cash or cheque or any form of credit.  

10. Cardholders are not bound in any way to participate in the Offer. Any participation shall be voluntary.  

11. These terms and conditions shall be governed by the laws of India and any dispute arising out of or in 

connection with these terms and conditions shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in 

Mumbai & RBL Bank reserves the right to add, alter, modify, change or vary any of these terms and 

conditions or to replace, wholly or in part, this Offer by another offer, whether similar or not, or to withdraw 

it altogether at any point in time, without any prior notice.  

12. Offer cannot be clubbed with any other offers and is not transferable. 

13. All other T&C shall be applicable as mentioned on the merchant website. 

14. No cash component can be given as a refund.  

15. Steps to avail the Offer:  

1. Cardholder should login to his/ her account or create an account, if he/ she is not registered on Zomato 

app or website. 

2. Select order, Enter Promo code RBL15 and pay using RBL Bank Credit Card 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

RBL Bank Limited displays the Offers/ services extended by third parties to RBL Bank's customers and RBL 

Bank is not rendering any of these Offers/ services. RBL Bank does not act as express or implied agent of the 

said third parties vis-a-vis the Customers. RBL Bank is neither guaranteeing nor making any representation with 

respect to the Offers/ services provided by the third parties. RBL Bank is not responsible for quality of the 

products/ services provided by the third parties. For any queries, complaints, issues and/ or feedback shall be 

directly dealt with the third parties only. The Offers/ services may also be available at other platforms. The 

Customer's participation to avail such Offers/ services is purely voluntary. 


